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Analogical thinking necessitates mapping shared relations across two separate domains. We investigated
whether pigeons could learn faster with ordinal mapping of relations across two physical dimensions (cir-
cle size & choice spatial position) relative to random mapping of these relations. Pigeons were trained to
relate six circular samples of different sizes to horizontally positioned choice locations in a six alternative
matching-to-sample task. Three pigeons were trained in a mapped condition in which circle size mapped
directly onto choice spatial position. Three other pigeons were trained in a random condition in which
the relations between size and choice position were arbitrarily assigned. The mapped group showed an
advantage over the random group in acquiring this task. In a subsequent second phase, relations between
the dimensions were ordinally reversed for the mapped group and re-randomized for the random group.
There was no difference in how quickly matching accuracy re-emerged in the two groups, although the
mapped group eventually performed more accurately. Analyses suggested this mapped advantage was

likely due to endpoint distinctiveness and the benefits of proximity errors during choice responding
rather than a conceptual or relational advantage attributable to the common or ordinal mapping of the
two dimensions. This potential difficulty in mapping relations across dimensions may limit the pigeons’
capacity for more advanced types of analogical reasoning.

This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Tribute to Tom Zentall.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
. Introduction

Categorization is fundamental in a variety of knowledge
omains. Appreciating the mechanisms underlying categorization
cross different species is key to understanding the evolution of
ognition and intelligence and its importance in organizing behav-
or. In particular, it has been valuable to distinguish among different
lasses of conceptual behavior (Zentall et al., 2008). It has been
ell and long established, for example, that a wide variety of ani-
als can learn to make perceptual classifications based on shared

isual attributes among a set of pictures or objects (Hernstein et al.,
976). More recently, considerable attention has focused on how
nimals learn relational concepts (Cook and Wasserman, 2006).
ere it is the matching or difference relationship among two or
ore stimuli that is critical. This kind of categorical discrimination
an be thought of as the abstraction of information within a first-
rder relation across stimuli. In this latter domain, Zentall and his
olleagues were particularly important in advancing early attempts

∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Psychology, Tufts University, 490
oston Avenue, Medford, MA 02155, USA. Tel.: +1 617 627 2546;

ax: +1 617 381 3189.
E-mail address: Robert.cook@tufts.edu (R.G. Cook).
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to identify relational learning in pigeons (Zentall et al., 1980a,b;
Zentall and Hogan, 1974, 1976, 1978). Since then, abundant evi-
dence has shown that humans, monkeys, dolphins, and birds can
learn rule-like categories based on such first-order relations in sev-
eral contexts (e.g., Cook, 2002; Mercado et al., 2000; Pepperberg,
1987; Wasserman et al., 2001; Wright et al., 1983, 1988; Young
and Wasserman, 2001).

Success in identifying the capacity of various animals to form
perceptual classes and to learn first-order conceptual relationships
has engendered a number of attempts to look for more advanced
forms of categorization. The ability to categorize second-order rela-
tions, or the relations between relations, expands the knowledge
that can be generalized and applied across domains. For exam-
ple, the ability to form abstract concepts based on second-order
relations allows for analogical reasoning. Analogical reasoning has
been proposed to be critically important to the development of
human intelligence (Gentner et al., 2001). To form an analogy
requires the perception and evaluation of first-order relations and
the recognition of the sameness and difference of these relations
across multiple domains (French, 1995; Gentner and Markman,

1997; Thompson and Oden, 2000) As a result, analogies are derived
from common relational structures across domains, not just from
overlapping or distinguishable features among stimuli. Thus, ana-
logical reasoning comes from not only being able to compare and

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.beproc.2014.11.007
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03766357
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/behavproc
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.beproc.2014.11.007&domain=pdf
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ontrast features within specific domains, but across domains and
eature dimensions by cognitively and computationally mapping
heir internal structures or relations on to one another (French,
002). Humans develop analogical reasoning relatively early in
hildhood. For instance, Rattermann and Gentner (1998) had chil-
ren solve analogical completion tasks. Children that were 3–4
ears old relied on object similarity, whereas by five years old, the
hildren had undergone a “relational shift,” allowing them to map
he domains of one relationship to another. In part, the develop-

ent of relational language seems to be important to relational
earning.

Because of its possible ties to language, studying analogical
easoning in non-human animals has been of particular interest.
arious tests of analogical reasoning in animals have produced
ixed results. Typically, analogical reasoning is tested in ani-
als by examining whether they can recognize and transfer the

econd-order same or difference relations of two or more first-
rder relations. Studies exploring analogical reasoning have used
rst-order relations typically built from shapes and colors in a rela-
ional matching task. On second-order same trials, the items across
wo physically distinct sets of stimuli share the same relation (both
ame or both different). On second-order different trials, the two
hysically distinct sets of stimuli have different relations (one same
nd one different).

Chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) have provided the strongest and
ost abundant evidence for the existence of analogical reasoning

mong animals (Flemming et al., 2008; Flemming and Kennedy,
011; Gillan et al., 1981; Haun and Call, 2009; Thompson and
den, 2000; Thompson et al., 1997). Using symbols to represent the
oncepts “same” and “different,” for example, Sarah demonstrated
nalogical reasoning even when a simpler associative strategy
ould have sufficed (Oden et al., 2001). Thompson and Oden (2000)

uggested that analogical judgment of second-order relations by
arah was possible only with the development of a symbolic con-
ept system. However, Flemming and Kennedy (2011) showed that
hree chimpanzees could use relative information to show analogi-
al reasoning without symbolic training. Here the animals saw food
eing placed under one of three different sized cups. When tested
ith a different set of plastic cups with the same size relations,

he chimpanzees used relational rather than absolute size infor-
ation to choose the correct cup based on the prior size relations.

his outcome indicates the chimpanzees could map the ordinal
ize relations of one set of cups onto the size relations of another
et.

Evidence for analogical reasoning in monkeys has been less
obust, but the experiments have helped elucidate the perceptual
nd cognitive demands of analogical reasoning (Flemming et al.,
008; Thompson and Oden, 1995). Fagot et al. (2001) successfully
rained two baboons (Papio papio) to discriminate 16-item displays
f icons that were either all the same or all different in a relational
atching task. These animals successfully transferred to novel dis-

lays. Further tests suggested that entropy played an important
ole in these results. Flemming et al. (2011) found that provid-
ng differential reward enhanced the ability of macaques (Macaca

ulatta) to perform a relational MTS tasks. To reduce the role of
erceptual grouping, Fagot and Parron (2010) tested baboons with
airs of color rectangles in a relational matching task. When the col-
red rectangles were located close together, baboons successfully
ransferred their relational matching discrimination to novel color
ets. However, any gap between the stimuli dropped the discrim-
nation to chance levels. Fagot and Thompson (2011) used pairs
f shapes. Only six out of 29 symbol-naïve baboons could learn a

elational MTS task, although five of these six monkeys could then
ransfer this skill to novel stimuli. Flemming et al. (2013) subse-
uently determined that categorical abstraction took priority over
al Processes 112 (2015) 72–80 73

perceptual similarity in a relational task consisting of four-item
displays for both humans and baboons.

Among new world monkeys, the results are less promising but
the research is far from complete. Capuchins (Cebus apella) show
little evidence of analogical reasoning abilities when asked to per-
form relational MTS (Thompson et al., 2007), except perhaps under
specific stimulus conditions (Truppa et al., 2011). Kennedy and
Fragaszy (2008) tested four capuchin monkeys with a task simi-
lar to Flemming and Kennedy’s (2011) relative cup size search task.
Only one of the four capuchins tested was able to perform this task
by mapping across the shared dimension of size.

Few non-primate species have been tested with similar analog-
ical reasoning tasks. Cook and Wasserman (2007) tested pigeons in
a relational matching task. Using same and different displays con-
sisting of 16 computer icons each, pigeons successfully learned this
task by matching samples to test stimuli consisting of physically dif-
ferent sets of icons that had the same first-order relationship (same
to same; different to different). More importantly, the pigeons
transferred this discrimination to novel stimulus sets at above
chance levels of accuracy (although not to the same degree as
observed with apes). As new stimulus sets were added to their
training and testing repertoire, the pigeons showed savings by
learning the new sets more rapidly than previous ones. Cook and
Wasserman argued that such results suggested pigeons might have
the rudimentary perceptual and cognitive foundations for analog-
ical reasoning.

To better understand the evolutionary origins of analogical cog-
nition and whether it exists in non-primates, we thought it would
be valuable to see if some of the cognitive subsystems or compo-
nents necessary for analogical reasoning were present in pigeons.
By better understanding the simpler task of how the different parts
of an analogy are process, it might serve as a platform for bet-
ter testing more full-fledged analogical capacities. One key step in
making an analogy requires mapping a relationship from a source to
a target domain (French, 1995). In humans, relations among these
domains can be very complex and highly multidimensional. To
test the pigeons, we sought to simplify the relations, by asking if
and how they could learn the relational mapping of one ordinal
dimension onto another. If an observer can use the structure of one
dimension to guide behavior along another, then the capacity to
eventually form more complex analogies may also be present.

The mapping of ordered dimensions has previously been inves-
tigated in humans and animals using number and space. The
spatial-numerical association of response codes, or SNARC effect,
occurs when the smallest numbers in a set are implicitly coded
as mapping onto an endpoint of a spatial position. Each increas-
ing numerical value is then mapped onto each successive location.
Drucker and Brannon (2014) examined the SNARC effect in rhe-
sus monkeys with a vertical array of five homogeneous shapes. The
monkeys were trained to pick the second item from the top, and
showed robust transfer to novel shapes, colors, inter-item spac-
ing, and positioning. When presented with a horizontal array, for
instance, the monkeys chose the second position from the right.
Similar findings in infants (de Hevia and Spelke, 2009) and chicks
(Rugani et al., 2010, 2011) suggest that number–space mapping
is an evolved cognitive trait rather than one developed based on
cultural reading norms.

The goal of the present experiment was to examine whether
pigeons would benefit from the mapping of the ordinal structure
of one physical dimension onto a physically different dimensions. If
so, it would suggest they possess one of the cognitive components
needed to provide the scaffolding for more advanced analogical

reasoning. The two physical dimensions selected consisted of the
size of six yellow circular samples and the right to left spatial posi-
tion of six identical red square choice locations. The dimensions
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f size and location were chosen to prevent any physical simi-
arity that might benefit training over and above their potentially
ommon ordinal relations. We tested two groups of pigeons with
hese dimensions. The mapped group received the direct ordinal

apping of one dimension onto a different physical dimension.
n this case, as the size of the sample increased (small to larger)
t mapped directly onto its choice response locations (e.g., left to
ight). In the random group, the assignment of the sample circle size
nd response location was arbitrarily and randomly determined
or each bird, so any direct common mapping between the two
imensions was unavailable. We predicted that if the pigeons in the
apped group could benefit from the ordinal psychological rela-

ionship between the two physically dimensions, this group would
earn their matching-to-sample task faster and at a higher level of
ccuracy than the random group.

The experiment had two phases. The first phase examined the
cquisition of this complex six-item matching-to-sample task with
he mapped and random groups. Following the completion and
valuation of the above prediction for the first phase of training, we
hanged the mappings of the task for each group to re-examine the
ame question. For this second phase, the assignment of circle size
nd response location was reversed for the mapped group. Pigeons
hat had learned a right to left response mapping for each circle
ize were now switched to a left to right mapping, for example. This
hange altered all of the prior sample-choice location assignments,
ut retained the critical relational ordering among the dimensions
or the mapped group. In contrast, the random group of pigeons
eceived a new and arbitrary set of size-to-choice response loca-
ion assignments. Again, if the pigeons could take advantage of the
eversed structural pattern across the two physical dimensions, the
apped group should relearn this “new” discrimination faster than

he random group. If the mapped group had been relying on this
elational structure during the acquisition phase, it was anticipated
hat the mapped group would show much earlier reversal of its dis-
rimination than the random group, since the latter group would
ave to learn an entirely new set of associations to perform the task

n this second phase.

. Method

.1. Animals

Six naïve male pigeons (five Silver King & one White Carneaux),
olumba livia, were tested. They were maintained at 80–85% of their
ree feeding weights with free access to grit and water in a colony
oom maintained on a 12 h LD cycle.

.2. Apparatus

The pigeons were tested in an illuminated black operant
hamber (38 cm wide × 36 cm deep × 38 cm high). Stimuli were
resented on a CRT color monitor at a resolution of 1024 × 768 pix-
ls visible through a 29 × 22 viewing window in the infrared LED
ouchscreen (EloTouch Systems, Fremont, CA) mounted in front
f the monitor that detected pecks. Correct responses were rein-
orced from a central food hopper. The food hopper was centrally
ocated in the front panel and flush with the floor. Side hoppers

ere located in the right and left walls, but were not used during
his experiment. A 28-V houselight was located in the ceiling of
he box and was illuminated at all times, except when an incor-
ect choice was made. All experimental events were controlled by
omputer.
.2.1. Stimuli
The sample stimuli consisted of six yellow (RGB = 255,255,0) cir-

les of varying sizes. The circle size was increased logarithmically in
al Processes 112 (2015) 72–80

diameter from 0.25 to 4 cm – 0.25, .44, .76, 1.32, 2.3, and 4 (cf. Peissig
et al., 2006). On each trial, the circular sample was located centrally
on the computer display. Each sample was assigned to one of six
red (RGB = 255,0,0) response locations. Each response location was
2.27 cm × 2.27 cm in size. They were arranged horizontally 6.8 cm
below the center of the centrally presented sample. They were sep-
arated from each other by 3.4 cm and occupied a horizontal spatial
extent of 20 cm. To prevent confusion with the sample stimulus,
the ready signal was a centrally located white plus sign that was
2.72 cm × 2.72 cm in size on each axis.

2.3. Procedure

The pigeons were initially trained to peck the display. Over sev-
eral sessions, they gradually learned to peck in sequence the ready
signal, a sample, and the correct response location presented in
isolation to obtain food reward. These elements were added one at
time starting first with the ready signal, then ready signal + sample,
and finally ready signal + sample + correct test only. All six circle
sizes were presented equally often over this time and number of
pecks required to advance past the sample gradually increased.
Once reliable responding was established over several sessions,
discrimination training began.

2.3.1. Phase 1 – discrimination acquisition
Discrimination training began with the inclusion of all six

response locations on each trial. Each trial started with a single peck
to the white plus ready signal. The ready signal was then turned off
and replaced by one of the six yellow circular samples. The sample
remained on until the pigeon pecked it on average 10 times (VR-10;
range = 7–13). Upon completion of the VR, the sample was turned
off and the six response locations illuminated below it. A choice was
defined as a single peck to any of the six response locations. If this
response was correct, the pigeon received 2.5 s access to the mixed
grain in the central food hopper. If the response was incorrect, the
pigeon received a 30 s dark timeout. Trials were separated by a 2 s
inter-trial interval. Each daily session consisted of 10 trials per cir-
cle size (60 total trials). Each session’s trial order was randomly
scrambled. To minimize possible response bias during acquisition,
a correction procedure for incorrect responses was used during the
early part of each session. Two randomly chosen trials out of the
first four trials of each circle size could be repeated up to four times
if the pigeon failed to choose the correct response. All correction
trials were excluded from the data analysis.

Two groups of three pigeons each were trained. In the mapped
group, each sample circle size was mapped ordinally to the respec-
tive horizontal spatial position of the six choice locations. Two
pigeons had the six small to large circles mapped from the left to
right among the six locations. The other pigeon was mapped from
right to left. In the random group, each sample circle size was ran-
domly assigned to one of the six choice locations. Each of these
three pigeon had a different assignment of circle size and choice
location. Acquisition training was conducted for 70 total 60-trial
sessions.

2.3.2. Phase 2 – discrimination reassignment
At this point, the relations between circle size and choice loca-

tion were changed for each group. For the mapped group, each
sample circle size retained its ordinal mapping to choice locations,
but this mapping was reversed with respect to spatial position
of response location (i.e., right to left became left to right). This
changed mapping altered all of the sample-choice location assign-

ments, but retained the relational ordering in its simple reflection
of the previous sample-to-choice mapping. For the random group,
each pigeon received a new and different random assignment of
circle size to choice location at the beginning of the second phase.
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ig. 1. Mean proportion of correct choice responses for the mapped and random
roups during acquisition as a function of 10-session blocks. Error bars depict SEM.

ll other aspects of daily testing remained the same as during the
cquisition phase. Reassignment training was conducted for 70
otal 60-trial sessions.

. Results

.1. Phase 1 – discrimination acquisition

During the experiment the mapped group learned their discrim-
nation faster than the random group. This can been seen in Fig. 1,

hich shows mean choice accuracy for each group during acquisi-
ion displayed in 10-session blocks. All three pigeons in the mapped
roup showed consistently better accuracy over the first 30 sessions
f training, with this difference between the groups diminishing
omewhat with training.
Averaged across all 70 sessions of training, the individual
igeons of the mapped group displayed higher choice accuracy
51.4%, 48.3%, 50.9%) than the three pigeons in the random group
46.9%, 45.6%, 40.7%). Over the entirety of training, the mapped

ig. 2. Mean proportion of correct choice responses for the mapped and random groups d
s a function of different groups of sample size. See text for more details about these grou
al Processes 112 (2015) 72–80 75

group contained the two best-performing pigeons, while the
random group contained the two worst performing pigeons. A
mixed ANOVA (group × 10-session blocks) on choice accuracy con-
firmed the presence of a main effect of Sessions, F(6, 24) = 39.7,
�G2 = 0.88, as all six pigeons learned their assigned task. The
between-groups main effect neared significance, F(1, 4) = 7.2,
p=.055, �G2 = 0.32. This difference in acquisition is consistent with
the pre-experimental hypothesis that the shared ordinal mapping
across the two dimensions would benefit the acquisition of the
mapping group compared to the random group.

To better understand why the mapped group learned faster
and performed better, a series of analyses was conducted that fur-
ther examined the effects of each dimension on performance. One
important difference between the groups was their performance as
a function of circle size. Displayed in Fig. 2 is a comparison of acqui-
sition for each of the groups as a function of the size of the sample
circle. For the purposes of this figure, the largest and smallest, the
next two intermediate sizes, and the two interior sizes have been
grouped together. The reason for this grouping is because the end-
points appeared to be the easiest for the birds to learn. Both groups
of pigeons learned the extreme values of the size dimension faster
than the interior ones. Further, the mapped group learned the two
endpoints of the size dimension consistently faster than the ran-
dom group. This same benefit was reduced or eliminated among the
four interior values of the size dimension, as both groups showed
equivalent rates of acquisition for these sizes.

Fig. 3 depicts choice accuracy for each group as a function of the
six circle sizes over the last 20 sessions of acquisition. Each group
showed a U-shaped function as they generally performed better
with the largest and smallest sized samples relative to the interme-
diate values of this dimension. A mixed ANOVA (group × circle size)
on mean choice accuracy over the last 20 sessions revealed a sig-
nificant main effect of size, F(5, 20) = 5.1, p < 0.004, �G2 = 0.52. There
was no main effect of group or its interaction with size. Pairwise
comparisons revealed that accuracy with the largest and smallest
sized circles, respectively. The greater accuracy with the smallest
circle was present for all six pigeons, and the higher accuracy with
the largest circle relative to its next adjacent value was found in five

uring acquisition as a function of 10-session blocks. Each panel shows performance
ps.
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Fig. 4. Mean proportion of correct choice responses across the six choice locations
ig. 3. Mean proportion of correct choice responses for the six sample sizes over
he last 20 sessions of acquisition. Error bars depict SEM.

f the six birds. Over the last 20 sessions, a quadratic contrast of
hese six values neared significance, F(1, 4) = 5.3, p=.08, �G2 = 0.56.
onducted over all 70 sessions, this same quadratic contrast across
ircle size was significant, F(1, 4) = 14.2, �G2 = 0.77. This advantage
or the endpoint circle sizes in both groups suggests these values
ere distinctive regardless of their specific choice mapping. Never-

heless as shown in Fig. 2, it is with these two sizes where the two
est-performing pigeons in the mapped group most strongly out-
erformed the two poorer birds from the random group, especially
ver the latter portions of acquisition. The best-performing bird
rom the random group was essentially equivalent to the poorest
erforming bird in the mapped group in this regard.

We next examined the effects of choice location for each group.
hown in Fig. 4 is choice accuracy for each group as a function
f the six correct response locations over the last 20 sessions
f acquisition. Because of the ordinal mapping between circle
izes on to these response locations in the mapped group, its

unction retains the same U-shaped function just described. The
andom group, on the other hand, shows no trend in accuracy as
function of choice location, suggesting that the interior response

ocations had no specific disadvantage relative to the two outside

Fig. 5. Proportion of choices at each choice location as a function of the correct
over the last 20 sessions of acquisition. Error bars depict SEM.

endpoints. A repeated measures ANOVA (correct location) on mean
choice accuracy using just results from the random group over
the last 20 sessions revealed no significant main effect of location,
F(5, 20) = 0.43, consistent with a hypothesis that none of the choice
locations were more distinctive than the others.

Finally, we wanted to examine nature of the errors made in
responding to each choice location. Shown in Fig. 5 are the mean
numbers of responses recorded to each of the six response location
as a function of the correct location over the last 20 sessions of this
phase. The two panels show these data from the mapped group in
the left panel and random group in the right panel. Each group was
similar in that the vast majority of incorrect responses were simple
proximity errors, with locations nearest the correct one being the
most consistent source of error. This was true across all six response
locations. On incorrect trials, the average distance away from the
correct location was 1.15 positions for the ordered birds and 1.73
positions for the random birds. That these values are small for both
groups suggests that response errors were predominantly made at

the time of response execution and were not specifically tied to
how the sample was encoded.

location for each group. Data are from the last 20 sessions of acquisition.
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Fig. 6. Mean proportion of correct choice responses for the mapped and random
groups during the reassignment phase as a function of 10-session blocks. Error bars
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epict SEM.

.2. Phase 2 – discrimination reassignment

The “reversal” or reassignment of circle size to new response
ocations disrupted accuracy in both the mapped and random
roups. Fig. 6 shows mean choice accuracy for each group following
eversal displayed in 10-session blocks. Over the first 30 sessions
f reversal, both groups showed equivalent rates of acquiring their
iscrimination with the sample-choice assignments. Over the next
0 sessions of the reversal phase, the mapped group again began to
how superior performance relative to the random group. A mixed
esign ANOVA (group × 10-session blocks) parallel to that done
or acquisition revealed that performance improved over sessions,
(6, 24) = 75.4, �G2 = 0.91. The analysis indicated no main effect or
nteraction across groups. Over the latter half of reversal training

he mapped group again showed better accuracy than the random
roup. This was due again to the two best-performing pigeons being
n the mapped group, while the two worst performing pigeons

ig. 7. Mean proportion of correct choice responses for the mapped and random groups d
erformance as a function of different groups of circle size. See text for details about thes
al Processes 112 (2015) 72–80 77

were in the random group. The remaining pigeon in each condition
performed similarly and intermediate to these four birds.

Overall, in comparison to the acquisition phase, the reacquisi-
tion of matching accuracy proceeded along at a comparable rate.
The mapped group showed no marked advantage in relearning
the discrimination relative to the random group early in training.
A mixed ANOVA comparing the acquisition and reversal phases
(group × phase × 5-session block) revealed a marginally significant
main effect of group, F(1, 4) = 7.1, p=.057, �G2 = 0.22, as the mapped
group outperformed the random group in both phases. Learning
did not happen exactly the same way across the two phases as
there was a significant phase × session interaction, F(13, 52) = 3.52,
p < 0.001, �G2 = 0.22. This latter interaction was due the poorer per-
formance at the beginning of the reversal phase and generally lower
accuracy in this phase compared to the acquisition phase.

As in acquisition, the difference between the groups during
reversal was influenced by circle size. Displayed in Fig. 7 is a com-
parison of reversal reacquisition for each of the groups as a function
of the size of the circle. Again the largest and smallest, the next two
intermediate sizes, and the two interior sizes have been grouped
together as done in Fig. 2. Two things are worth noting. First, the
overall effect of training with the endpoints (leftmost panel) mir-
rors the difference observed in both groups. The mapped group’s
better performance late in training relative to the random group
was mediated by better performance on the two endpoints of
the size dimension. Second, the groups also differed in how they
performed with the most interior sizes (rightmost panel). During
acquisition there was little difference between groups with these
sizes, but the mapped group showed a marked advantage over
the entirety of the reversal phase with these sample-choice map-
pings. This latter pattern was likely due to proximity errors made
by the pigeons during responding. Because of this, the mapped
group came to benefit from these errors as these middle sizes under
the new reversed reinforcement rules were still near their previ-
ous choice location. The random group did not have this response
We examined the effects of circle size and response location
in the same way as at the end of acquisition, by using data from

uring the reassignment phase as a function of 10-session blocks. Each panel shows
e groups.
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ig. 8. Mean proportion of correct choice responses for the six circle sizes over the
ast 20 sessions of the reassignment phase. Error bars depict SEM.

he last twenty sessions of the reversal phase. Fig. 8 depicts choice
ccuracy for each group as a function of the six circle sizes over the
ast 20 sessions of the reversal phase. Again both groups exhibited
-shaped accuracy functions across the six circle sizes. A mixed
NOVA (group × size) revealed that there was a significant linear,
(1, 4) = 9.7, �G2 = 0.55 and quadratic, F(1, 4) = 7.8, �G2 = 0.66 com-
onent in the effect of size on accuracy. There was no significant
ffect of group or its interaction with size.

Choice accuracy for each group as a function of correct choice
ocation produced a U-shaped function for mapped group again. By
he end of the reversal phase, the random group also exhibited a
-shape function with the two exterior choice locations produc-

ng the best performance. A one-way ANOVA (location) using just
he random group, however, revealed no significant main effect of
ocation, nor a significant quadratic component. Response errors
gain tended to be only one position away from the correct loca-
ion and highly similar to the pattern of data in Fig. 5. On incorrect
rials, mapped and random birds averaged choices that were 1.25
nd 1.68 positions away from their correct location.

. Discussion

The prominent outcome of this experiment is that both during
cquisition and at the end of the reassignment phase, the pigeons
n the mapped group showed dependably higher levels of accuracy
han pigeons in the random group. This benefit for the mapped
roup is consistent with a predicted analogical mapping account of
hese results as outlined in Section 1. This hypothesis suggested that
rdered relational mapping between source and target domains
imensions provides cognitive benefits that would facilitate learn-

ng. Such an account would be consistent with the prior evidence
hat pigeons can learn a relational matching-to-sample task (Cook
nd Wasserman, 2007), and would be highly suggestive of the exist-
nce of potentially analogical-like processes in birds. We think
everal features of the results, however, suggest a more cognitively
estrained account might be sufficient.

Upon more detailed examination of the results, we hypoth-
size that the ordinal mapping between the sample and choice
omains was not the primary reason for the mapped group’s supe-
ior performance. Specifically, the mapped group benefited from
he redundant, but apparently independent, effects that are best
ttributable to the endpoints of the two ordered dimensions. In

articular, the distinctive endpoints of the size dimension and
heir assignment to the outermost response locations were the

ost critical factor in producing the consistent performance advan-
age found in the mapped group. If analogical processes were
al Processes 112 (2015) 72–80

generally and exclusively operating, its advantages should have
extended across the entire range of each dimension, and not just
the restricted endpoints.

Both the mapped and random groups showed similar U-shaped
functions in their discrimination of the dimension of circle size. At
the end of each phase, both groups performed better with the two
endpoints of the size dimension relative to the intermediate ones.
The superior performance of the mapped group of pigeons seems
more attributable to the fact that these easiest values of the size
dimension were then assigned to the ends of the response location
continuum. Beyond the advantages of this endpoint distinctiveness
across dimensions, the mapped group never showed any superior-
ity with the interior values of the size dimension or the response
location dimension that could be attributed to any possible map-
ping advantage. For such interior values, the performance of the
mapped group never markedly diverged from that of the random
group, except during reversal.

Here the mapped group would have been advantaged by the
nature of the choice errors made by all birds during the experi-
ment. Because the pigeons primarily made proximity errors in their
choice responding, any incorrect encoding related to the processing
of the circle’s size would have benefited the mapped group to a
greater degree than the random group. If a circle’s size was mistak-
enly encoded, the birds in the mapped group would still be near
the correct response location, increasing the probability of a cor-
rect response by accident. This “off-by-one” benefit would not be
present in the random group because of the unordered mapping
of circle size and response location. Together, these additional fac-
tors seem to provide an adequate account of the mapped group’s
better performance without resorting to an account that invokes
second-order relational mapping across dimensions.

Finally, it is important to note that the mapped birds did not
show their performance benefit until the latter stages of their dis-
crimination reversal. We had anticipated that if the birds were
engaged in relational mapping that they might be able to more
quickly and analogously remap the assignment of circle size onto
the reflected response locations in comparison to the random
group, who would have been limited to learning entirely new
associations by memorization. No such anticipated advantage at
the beginning of reversal was observed, however, it seemed both
groups of birds were relearning in the same way. Over the first
30 sessions after the reassignment, both groups of birds exhib-
ited similar rates of re-acquiring the complex matching-to-sample
task. Although more research is needed, the present results do
not suggest that the pigeons showed any marked cognitive advan-
tage from having two physically distinct, but ordered dimensions,
directly mapped onto one another. In line with this trend, Lazareva
and Wasserman (2006) found that stimulus orderability similarly
added no benefit for pigeons learning a transitive inference task.
Without a capacity to see the common ordinal relationship between
dimensions, it would be difficult for pigeons to engage in the
kind of analogical reasoning that is so critical to human intelli-
gence.

These results contrast with the implications of those of Cook
and Wasserman (2007), in which pigeons showed an ability to
recognize and transfer sameness and difference across physically
different displays of visual icons in a relational matching task.
Cook and Wasserman’s results suggest at the very least that the
pigeons were able to recognize some common feature shared across
these perceptually different displays. Because the pigeons could
simultaneously see all the icons of a particular display in those
experiments, it is possible that they were able to use shared percep-

tual or entropy-based information about the relative regularity of
the same and different displays to possibly mediate their recogni-
tion across physically different displays (although perceptual tests
were conducted to evaluate these possibilities with little support).
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One possible reason for the potentially contrasting results is that
n the present experiment, the successive sample presentation of
he different sized circles one at time made seeing its inherent
elations less directly available to perception, while the simulta-
eous presentation of the choice locations made seeing its spatial
elations easy. Such simultaneity may promote processing the rela-
ions within a dimension for pigeons. Another consideration is that
igeons do not see either of these dimensions as having any ordi-
ality, so they are not perceived as being on a continua. Either way,
he current experiment may reveal an important cognitive limita-
ion in how pigeons think about dimensional correspondence. One
mportant advance would be to reexamine Cook and Wasserman’s
2007) relational MTS experiments using successive presentation
f the icons rather than simultaneous ones.

If pigeons lack the capacity to recognize the shared relational
atterns among different dimensions, it generally may be diffi-
ult for them to detect rules among complex multidimensional
tructures. Smith et al. (2011) recently conducted experiments in
hich pigeons were tested in their ability to learn rules in a two-
imensional categorization task developed by Ashby to test the
tructure of human categorization (Ashby and Ell, 2001). In marked
ontrast to humans, the pigeons showed no difference in their
bility to learn a dimensional rule-based task relative to a more
omplex multidimensional informational integration task. Humans
nd other primates take advantage of the inherent dimensionality
f these stimuli in rule-based tasks to learn them much faster than
nformation integration (Smith et al., 2010, 2012). This pattern of
esults suggests that pigeons may use a unitary, nonanalytic mech-
nism in learning both of these kinds of tasks. Though the current
imensional mapping task and the Ashby categorization task are
ifferent in many respects, their outcomes point to a difficulty in
igeons taking advantage of the larger global structure or relations
ithin dimensions to integrate information across dimensions.

It may, of course, be that size magnitude and spatial position
re not easily recognized as being similar in structure for pigeons.
t will be important to test other dimensions to see if those could
e more successful in supporting common mapping. It is common

n humans that time is often encoded using a spatial-like metaphor
Casasanto and Boroditsky, 2008; Smilek et al., 2007). As a result,
onger durations of the sample’s appearance might better facilitate

apping with space. Examining this ability across different modal-
ties would also be very interesting, such as seeing if auditory pitch
mplicitly maps onto brightness, spatial position, or size magnitude,
s it does in humans (Spence, 2011). We think being able to break
own the components of analogical reasoning into separate, but

inked, tasks is one highly valuable approach to investigating this
till elusive phenomenon in animals.
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